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BackgroundBackground

 Universal Design originated in architecture

 Built environment is designed to be accessible o everyone 

 E.g. cut curbs intended to help wheel chair users 

 Also helps:

 Cyclists

 Parents with strollers

 Delivery people
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BackgroundBackground

Anne Meyer, David Rose & colleagues developed UDL at the Center for Applied Special Technology 
(CAST).
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UDL Developmental CycleUDL Developmental Cycle

ADVOCACY
 Efforts to highlight the needs of individuals with 

disabilities 

ACCOMODATION
 Inaccessible environments & materials  modified 

upon request. 
 Maintains inequality due to delays and  special 

effort  

ACCESIBILITY
 Access provided equitably to everyone at the 

same time. 
 E.g. ergonomic furniture, software with 

accessibility & performance supports built in
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Key Questions & ConcernsKey Questions & Concerns

 What does UDL look like in the classroom?

 How do you make accommodations more accessible?

 Lack of research on UDL
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PROPOSITION # 1PROPOSITION # 1

Universal Design in Education Is Fundamentally Different from Universal Design in the Built Environment

 Essence of UDL  in the field of instructional design not architecture. 

 Interactions between individuals & built environment (e.g stairs or doorways)  is static & limited 

 More research on the complex interactions between:

 learning objectives, 

 learner characteristics, 

 performance support strategies, 

 technology

 learning outcomes.
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PROPOSITION # 2PROPOSITION # 2

UDL Is Fundamentally About Proactively Valuing Diversity

 UDL involves more than  integrating the latest technology 

 Instructional designers must actively consider  academic diversity

 When designers assume that everyone is like them (e.g. tall, short) they cater to a narrow range of 
users

 Designers must develop a diversity blueprint  to describe the nature of differences among individuals.
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UDL Is Ultimately About Design

 Can teachers to function effectively as instructional designers? (time constraints)

 Or should this be left to those who make instructional products?

 Rethink UDL as a product development intervention

 Teacher’s role is implementing principles of differentiated instruction (includes using universally 
designed products) 
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PROPOSITION #4PROPOSITION #4

Universal Design for Learning Is Not Just Good Teaching.

 Statements like “UDL is just good teaching”  or “it is like what you have always done”

 Preserve the status quo 

 Marginalize low performing students

 Render the construct meaningless.

 We must find ways to define and measure the implementation of UDL 
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Universal Design for Learning Does Not Occur Naturally

 Effective teachers do not implement UDL naturally

 UDL is a learned skill  that is refined over time to produce high levels of performance
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PROPOSITION #6PROPOSITION #6

Technology Is Essential for Implementing UDL

 UDL cannot be implemented without technology

 Paper-based instructional technologies (e.g., worksheets, textbooks) commit information to fixed 
formats

 Digital technology are highly flexible (e.g. font size, text to speech, hyperlinks movies etc.)
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PROPOSITION #7PROPOSITION #7

UDL Is Not Assistive Technology.

 Assistive technology devices and services are delivered reactively after a referral and evaluation 

 UDL is given to everyone

 Those who need specialized support will use the  tools when they need them

 Academic performance problems are not limited to students with disabilities
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PROPOSITION #8PROPOSITION #8

It Is Necessary to Measure the Primary and Secondary Impact of UDL

 Instructional designers should explicitly describe the intended user of a product

 Measure the impact of the intervention on the primary audience as well as the rest of the students
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PROPOSITION #9PROPOSITION #9

Claims of UDL Must Be Evaluated on the Basis of Enhanced Student Performance

 More research needed to measure the contributions of UDL to 

 sustained engagement

 development of expertise.
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PROPOSITION #10PROPOSITION #10

UDL Is Much More Complex Than We Originally Thought

 Understanding the potential of UDL is easier than implementing it

 What does it mean to implement UDL?

 Who should be trained to develop products?

 How can UDL products be developed quickly and cost-effectively?

 How can the impact of UDL be measured?
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